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§1 Transitivity

Transitivity. If C causes D and D causes E, then C causes E.

Reasons for preserving Transitivity:
1. Many theories of causation presuppose Transitivity in order to handle certain cases, such as Early Preemption 

and Tampering.
2. “[I]t is typical to justify a claim that C causes E by pointing out that it causes D, which in turn causes E.” (Paul 

& Hall 2013: 215)

§2 Embedded double prevention
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Bomb. Suzy’s enemy (Enemy) places an old-style bomb, fuse burning, outside her apartment door. But moments before 
the bomb would have exploded, Billy comes along and pinches out what is left of the fuse. Billy’s act causes Suzy’s 
survival (she was sitting next to the door, and would certainly have been killed by the blast).

Boulder. A boulder is dislodged, and begins rolling ominously toward Hiker. Before it reaches him, Hiker sees the 
boulder and ducks. The boulder sails harmlessly over his head with nary a centimeter to spare. Hiker survives his 
ordeal.

• D causes E by “double prevention:” it prevents F from preventing E. 
• The case is an apparent counterexample to Transitivity: C causes D and D causes E (by double prevention), 

but C does not seem to cause E.
• Applied to Bomb: Enemy’s placing the bomb causes Billy’s disabling of the bomb, which causes Suzy’s survival. 

Yet the placing of the bomb does not seem to cause Suzy’s survival. (Boulder is similar.)

§3 Responses to apparent the counterexamples

1. Maintain Transitivity.
2. Maintain Transitivity; explain away intuitions about cases where it seems to fail. 
3. Deny Transitivity.
4. Deny Transitivity; provide a general condition of when we can reason as if causation is transitive.

Suppose we want to pursue option 4. When does causation behave as if it is transitive?
• Proposal 1: Regular causation is transitive and omission-involving causation is transitive, but “mixed causation” 

is not transitive. 
• Proposal 2: When C causes D, and D causes E, then C causes E, unless D causes E merely by canceling a threat

to E that was itself produced by C.

§4 Theories of causation and transitivity

• Production account: Does not need Transitivity to deal with diffcult cases, but it cannot handle double 
prevention cases. 

• Minimal suffciency account: Presupposes Transitivity in order to deal with Early Preemption.
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• Counterfactual accounts: Some accounts presuppose Transitivity (Lewis) to deal with Early Preemption. Other
accounts (Hitchcock, Pearl, Yablo) deny Transitivity. 

§5 Contrastivism

Contrastive difference-making: C rather than C* is a cause of E rather than E* iff C* had occurred instead of C then E*
would have occurred instead of E.

placing bomb with burning fuse/ Billy pinching out fuse/ Suzy’s survival
placing bomb unlit Leaving fuse burning Suzy’s dying

Enemy placing bomb in plain sight Billy pinching out fuse/ Suzy’s survival
Enemy hiding bomb  Leaving fuse burning Suzy’s death

§6 Switches

Switches = “[C]ases where C initiates an alternative causal route to E, without, intuitively, itself being a cause of E” 
(Paul & Hall 2013: 232)

Example: “A train rushes along a track towards the point where the track forks. Suzy fips a switch, directing the train 
along the left-hand side of the fork. If Suzy hadn’t fipped the switch, the train would have taken the right side of the 
fork. A few miles later, the left and right tracks converge, and a mile after this point Billy robs the train.” (Paul & Hall 
2013: 232)

• Appears to be a counterexample to Transitivity: the fip caused the train to travel on the left-hand track, which
caused the train’s being robbed. But the fip intuitively did not cause the train to be robbed. 

• Does not involve omission-involving causation. 

Are switching cases different from embedded double prevention cases?
• The fip in the switch example does not merely determine how the robbery comes about. The fip also 

initiates a causal process that connects the fip to the robbery. 
• Imagine a case in which the alternative, right-hand track is broken. In these circumstances, the fip clearly is a 

cause of the robbery. Yet the physical process that connects the fip to the robbery in the scenario where the 
right-hand track is broken is intrinsically identical to the physical process in the actual circumstances. 

§7 Mis-match of aspects

Example: “Suzy reads an interesting article just before her morning constitutional. As she takes her walk, she thinks 
about the argument put forward in that article. While on her walk, she suffers a terrible sunburn on her nose, having 
absent-mindedly applied hair product instead of sunscreen to her face before departing.” (Paul & Hall 2013: 237)

• Apparent counterexample to Transitivity: Reading the article causes her thoughtful walk, and her thoughtful 
walk causes the sunburn. But reading the article intuitively was not a cause of the sunburn.

• Analysis: understand causation in a more fne-grained way as a relation between properties of events 
(aspects).

      Aspect 1
       Reading paper                                thoughtful

                                                                 Walk

                                                without sunscreen                         sunburn
            Aspect 2
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